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Design for Society is the major undertaking of Hong Kong Design Centre

Since 2002, HKDC has been on a public mission to
(1) champion strategic and wider use of design for creating business value and
(2
(3) educate the professions and the community to be resourceful champions
for sustained developments through design and innovation.
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4 前言 preamble

PREAMBLE
DESIGN is about
...Our Thinking,
...Our Living,
...Our Culture,
...Our Economy,
...Our City,
...Our Future.

DESIGN

ECONOMY

The Spirit of the Times (Zeitgeist) denotes the intellectual and cultural climate
of a particular era, which can be linked to an experience of a certain worldview,
the culture of a society of an era when boiled down.
Culture touches all aspects of human activities in society, from education,
economy, environment to the social and economic policy formulation of a
country, a city or a place.
Through different aspects of DESIGN, DESIGN value is illustrated as a commitment to make a change for the betterment of a society, for it is believed that
DESIGN is capable of meeting social needs and advocating effective use of
resources.
In practice, DESIGN is an important cultural manifestation of a society.
and future.
While countries and cities around the world try to foster their own creative-based
economies, Hong Kong too claims itself to be a city of innovation and progression, of which DESIGN culture and vision are pivotal. Hong Kong needs to
maintain its progression, wealth, and competitiveness. To achieve that, both public and private sectors must join hands to advocate and incorporate design culture
and vision in their work, and remain resilient along the way.
In line with Hong Kong Design Centre’s mission to promulgate DESIGN
Series aims to convene leaders whose work is dedicated to the development
of culture, economy, strategies and policies, and provide a platform through
which to share their views and insights on a series of carefully selected topics,
driven by DESIGN.
The views gathered from the roundtable discussion will be documented and
compiled into a DESIGN-focused opinion paper to be distributed to key
professional and academic communities for advancing their appreciation and
understanding of the key role that DESIGN plays in the process of strategy
and policy-making and in propelling Hong Kong to become a creative and
progressive economy in the region.
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discussants
Antony CHAN

Karen CHAN

Chairman,
Hong Kong Interior Design Association

Vice President (Marketing & Business Development),
German Pool (Hong Kong) Ltd. &
Executive Director of German Pool Group Co Ltd.

Design Ideas for the German parliamentary quarters. In 2003, He was
included in the list of the world’s Top 50 designers by the prestigious

local electrical appliances brand German Pool (Hong Kong) Ltd, and

established in 1998, with Innovative concepts and thinking, advocates
combination of modern urban style, art and living elements, illustrating
geometric beauty in design, resulting in impressive brand images for

business, Chan is responsible for planning the company’s overall
business development and devising the group’s overall marketing and
branding strategy.

projects, to cite a few, are: LKF, Hotel De Edge, Yoho Midtown sales
space, Dalian Times Square, Miele Lab, HK Design Gallery.

Chan’s dedication and achievements in industrial development are also
recognised by the industry for she was awarded the Young Industrialist
On public service, she is Vice-Chairman of the Federation of Hong
Kong Industries Hong Kong Young Executive Council, Hong Kong
Commerce and Economic Development Bureau (CEDB) Dedicated
Fund on Branding, Upgrading and Domestic Sales (BUD Fund)
Enterprise Support and Organisation Support Programme Management
Committee Member, Hong Kong Commerce and Economic
Development Bureau Economic Development Commission - Member
of Working Group on Manufacturing, Innovative Technology and
Cultural and Creative Industries, Trade and Industry Department Trade
Training Council (VTC) Member among other capacities.
Karen graduated from The University of Washington in Seattle with
and later obtained a double master’s degree in Education and
Marketing from New York University and The Chinese University of
Hong Kong respectively.
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Toby CHAN

Stanley CHU Yu-lun

Founding Chairman,
Asian Licensing Association

Honorary Life President,
Hong Kong Exhibition and Convention Industry Association

Hailed as one of the pioneers of Hong Kong’s creative industry, Dr

Stanley Chu is the Honorary Life President of the Hong Kong

brand licensing, marketing promotion, merchandise trade, children
publication, and animation production and distribution of the Hong

dedication to the exhibition and convention industry over the decades.

product design, marketing and management, Dr Chan successfully
Hong Kong, mainland China, Taiwan and the Chinese communities in

network covering over 30 countries and regions including major cities
in mainland China. Chu was named “The Top 10 People in China’s
Exhibition Industry” in 2001 and 2003, recognising his commitment
and extensive experience in the industry.

Dr Chan is committed to promoting Hong Kong’s creative industry.

Chu received an Honorary University Fellowship from The University
of Hong Kong in 2011. He also obtained his Master of Business

also currently serving as a committee member of the Working Group
on Intellectual Property Trading under the Commerce and Economic
Development Bureau of the Hong Kong Government, Vice-president

Design Centre and Hong Kong Trade Development Council.
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receiving his bachelor’s degree in Science from the University of
Hong Kong in 1973. For years, Chu has been dedicated to promoting
the exhibition industry. He is currently a Member of the Working
Group on Convention and Exhibition Industries and Tourism under the
Economic Development Commission, a Member of Tourism Strategy
Group of the Hong Kong Government, and the Chair of the Global
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discussants
Roy CHUNG Chi-ping

Desmond HUI Cheuk-kuen

Chairman,
Federation of Hong Kong Industries

Managing Director,
Culture and Development Consultancy Ltd

Professor Desmond Hui is an architect, and cultural and creative
Federation of Hong Kong Industries. He is one of the Co-Founders of
Hong Kong listed company Techtronic Industries Company Limited,
building the company from an original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
into a global leader in home improvement products and construction
tools today. He is currently the Non-Executive Director of the company.
Dr Chung is dedicated to serving the community and the advancement
of the industry. Other than being the Chairman of the Federation of
Hong Kong Industries, he is also a Member of the Innovation and

degree from Cornell University in the US and Master cum Doctor
of Philosophy from University of Cambridge in the UK. He is
currently the Managing Director of Culture and Development

the Commerce and Economic Development Bureau and Honorary
Professor of Communication University of China. Formerly, he

Chinese University of Hong Kong. He also founded the Bachelor of
the Hong Kong Government. He is also the Vice-Chairman of Hong
Kong Design Centre, a Council Member of the Hong Kong Trade
Development Council, and the Chairman of Innovation and Technology
is the Court Chairman of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, the
Vice-Chairman of Vocational Training Council, and a Council Member
of University of Warwick, UK.
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taught architecture at the University of Hong Kong and was Director of
On public service, Professor Hui was formerly a Member of
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Freeman LAU

Edmund LEE Tak-yue

Secretary General of Hong Kong Federation of
Design Associations cum Vice Chairman of
Hong Kong Design Centre

Executive Director,
Hong Kong Design Centre

of arts, commerce and manufacturers. He currently serves as a Director
of PMQ, a Member of the Design Council of the Federation of Hong
currently the Secretary General of the Hong Kong Federation of

Committee on Design, Licensing and Marketing of Hong Kong Trade

overseas and local art and design competitions. In 2001, he was invited
to participate in the poster design competition of the Beijing’s bid for

of The Jockey Club Design Institute for Social Innovation. He also
Technological and Higher Education Institute of Hong Kong. Other
public duties include chairmanship or membership of a number of
professional management bodies and service organisations.

private collections and collections of various museums in Hong Kong
and around the world. In recent years, Mr Lau devoted himself to the
education and promotion of arts and culture, taking leadership positions
of the Board of Directors of the Hong Kong Design Centre and the
Bauhinia Star in 2006 for his contribution in enhancing Hong Kong’s
design image in the international arena.
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discussants
Francis LEE

LEE Jark-pui

Chairman,
Hong Kong Designers Association

Chairman,
International Chamber of Commerce - Hong Kong, China

Lee Jark-pui is currently a Director of Hong Kong listed company
Lippo Limited. He previously served as the Secretary-General
Executive Director of the Tobacco Institute of Hong Kong. Lee has
been committed to public service for more than forty years, making
numerous contributions to society. He was Chairman of the Hong
Francis Lee started his design career by working for a number of
gained a broad spectrum of international experience in both interiors
and architectural practice. Mr Lee has also led many large-scale
architectural and design projects, with clients coming from multinational corporate and brands from across the world. He is also
dedicated to promoting creative industry and design education of Hong
Kong, nurturing local design talents.

Support Programme Vetting Committee, Innovation and Technology
Commission of the Hong Kong Government. He is currently the
Trust, Hong Kong Council of Volunteering, and the International

He graduated from The School of Design of The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, obtaining his Master of Design degree. He
was awarded as Hong Kong Ten Outstanding Designers in 2009. He
Committee of the Hong Kong Trade Development Council, and a
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Bernard SUEN
Project Director, Center for Entrepreneurship,
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Bernard Suen has over 25 years of experience working in the creative,
information and communications technology, and education industries,
serving in various top management and operational positions for both
listed and private companies with his solid consulting and management
experiences gained in Hong Kong, mainland China and overseas.
Currently, he is the Project Director of the Center for Entrepreneurship
of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK). Since 2001,
Suen has developed and taught courses in new media, design,
entrepreneurship, and management for creative industries for CUHK,
Hong Kong Design Institute, and Swinburne University of Technology
design, management and strategy, innovation and entrepreneurship
for private and public organisations in Hong Kong. He also leads the
annual Entrepreneurship for Design and Creative Business Programme
which has been jointly organised by Hong Kong Design Centre
and Center for Entrepreneurship of CUHK since 2008. In 2011, he
completed the study on the roadmaps of design entrepreneurs in Hong

and Economic Development Bureau of the Hong Kong Government.
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(t r a n s l a t e d f r o m t h e Chinese scr ipt)

Edmund Lee: The Hong Kong Design Year 2012 has
come to an end. One of the recurrent messages is: Design
is part of our society, life, culture and economy.
I often say to others, the end of the Hong Kong Design
Year 2012 can be regarded as the beginning of another
phase in Hong Kong. We started an event named “Dewith an aim to allow cross-sector discussions on culture,
economy, design and the society. The results of the discussions will be put forward to pinpoint the development
of the industry and provide a tool for the government in
policy formulation.

German Pool [Hong Kong electrical appliances brand]. I
invited her because she is able to represent the younger
generation, allowing for a multifaceted discussion. She is
also currently a member of the Economic Development
tion of Hong Kong Industries] also shoulders the same
responsibility as a member of the Economic Development Commission. Mr Stanley Chu is the Honorary Life
President of the Hong Kong Exhibition and Convention

ation. Through this roundtable discussion, I hope to listen
to the voices from within the industry on how the design
industry should be developed and plays a role in hooking
up design, society, and the economy together.

environment as well as other areas. I believe you can represent the voice of the international business sector, and
share with us from the local, Greater China, and even
global perspectives. May I ask Mr Bernard Suen to introduce himself now?
Bernard Suen: I represent the Center for Entrepreneurship of The Chinese University of Hong Kong to pargests, our institution promotes entrepreneurship through
training, research and marketing. We focused on the cultural and creative industries in recent years, especially design as a key development area.
Professor Desmond Hui made an enormous contribution
to the “Baseline Study on Hong Kong’s Creative Industries”Note 1 in 2003. Dr Toby Chan spoke earlier about the
economic value of licensing business and cross-industry
creativity. I know Professor Hui has prepared some data
from which we can get a glimpse of the situation in various creative industries. I believe it will be very exciting
for us to be able to exchange views on this topic.
Edmund Lee:
has assisted us in the planning of the Hong Kong Design
Centre (“HKDC”) courses, as well as interviewing and
conducting surveys on entrepreneurs in HKDC’s programmes. That is why he is well-connected.
Mr Freeman Lau continues to be the staunch supporter of
this roundtable series. HKDC has done a lot of work in the
past, but how should it continue to help the society fur-

Toby Chan: We are the company that created McDull
[a popular animation character in Hong Kong], but we
also focus on licensing business. Many people do not fully understand the issue, but we have been putting a lot of

Europe earlier, I stopped over in London where I visited
the Design Council. I felt that much greater efforts are
required in helping the society to progress and developing
the design industry.

80’s, the cartoon character business began to emerge and
operate on a more entrepreneurial level, such as Old Master Q comic. However, they were not accompanied with
animation, publications or products at the time. My work
focuses more on product design, and I also conduct many
marketing activities.

Professor Hui has done a lot of work in culture and consultancy. Please introduce yourself and share with us the
data you have prepared. Let us have a look at the data
about the existing “six new pillar industries” Note 2, comparison between the design industry and other pillars, as
well as the overall economic environment.

Edmund Lee: Hong Kong has done an excellent job
in protecting intellectual property, but at the end of the
day, the question remains: how to commercialise it? Licensing is an obvious way and means. We can talk more
about that later.

Lee Jark-pui modestly claimed earlier that he knows little
about design. However, design is an integral part of the
society. It is closely connected to the overall economic
24 discussion summary

The Revelation of Hong Kong
Creative Industry Data
Desmond Hui: Currently I am engaged in consultancy
research. Mr Suen mentioned that we conducted a baseline
in 2003. Back then, we designed a framework for collecting data that was later adopted by the Census and Statistics
Department. We still provide annually the relevant data that
tracks the economic output of the 11 creative industries,
including their output value and numbers of employees.
Today I have data to share on the six new pillar industries up until 2010, including cultural and creative
industries, medical services, education services, innoand environmental industries. The ranking is arranged
according to the output value of each industry. In other
words, the proportion of the cultural and creative industries is the highest among the six industries, amounting
to 4.6% of the overall GDP - much higher than the other

for 35% of the total output value. Do note that part of the
software, computer games and interactive media sector includes design. The publishing industry was the second largest, which constituted 17.6%. The two together accounted for over 50%. It is also the same case with many other
cities or countries that these two industries are the largest.

industry. The design industry accounted for 3.8% of the
overall output value, while the smallest was the performing
arts, accounting for only 1.1%. If the ranking is organised
in terms of the number of workforce, there are differences,
but the proportion was still largest in software, computer
games and interactive media, and publishing.
Edmund Lee: If I understand it correctly, this is catesuch as advertising and architecture involve design, it is
still calculated in the other categories.
Desmond Hui: It can be so interpreted.
Freeman Lau:

education services at 1.0%, innovation and technology

the highest and the lowest are very much divided.
Freeman Lau: My impression is that design and tourism are not far apart, what percentage does the tourism inism seems to occupy only about 5%. The design industry
is only a small part of the cultural and creative industries,
but how much does it contribnte exactly?
Desmond Hui: We can further discuss the design industry later. In terms of the six pillar industries, when
was up by 15.6%. Individually the cultural and creative
industries increased by 22.8%, with the others by 7.8%,
6.2%, 9.8%, 1.5% and 19.3% respectively. The cultural
and creative industries took the lead.

of all these industries amounted to 8.4% of Hong Kong’s
tural and creative industries constituted 5.4%, followed
by medical services at 2.1%, education services at 1.9%,
cation services at 0.4%, and environmental industries at
1.0% respectively

workforce for the cultural and creative industries in 2010.
puter games and interactive media industry, accounting

12,080 people. But there are 2,000 design graduates every
year in Hong Kong, where have they gone? We have
worked in this industry for 20 years, and have conducted

graduates from The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
(PolyU) and the Vocational Training Council (VTC), unculate the output value of the design industry because a
lot of designers are working in-house. One of the obvious
examples is manufacturing. Factories hire a large number of designers, and although they do not have their own
brands, many of them are original design manufacturers
(ODM), which is especially common in the production of
watches, jewellery, electronics, and packaging. Secondly,
in-house departments of large corporations in many service industries such as HSBC, have an enormous design
department, supporting hundreds of companies around
vided. I think that the breadth of the design industry can
be broadened.
In addition, the Government has never revealed the number of designers being hired in each of its departments.
This is unreasonable. In general, the creative industries
account for approximately 4.6% of Hong Kong’s GDP,
vanced countries.
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Desmond Hui:
the number of designers in various industries, which had
only a number like this to represent the total number of
designers, it could never be comprehensive. What I want
to say is, however, if comparing among the 11 creative industries, the growth of output value for the design indusnot huge, it had the greatest potential. Its growth was also
far better than other industries. In terms of workforce, it
to 4.7% - much more than the other industries. The largest
industry such as publishing even experienced a decline.
sign industry was still the fastest growing industry.

in the Hong Kong Government House. It was a solemn
event. Mr Lau had provided a lot of suggestions.
I would also like to respond to the data presented earlier. In the past 10 years, Hong Kong has spent enormous
efforts in promoting design. Even though the funds allocated were not substantial, but compared with the past,
design. Even if it is accounted for, they are often booked
ment expenses are also further divided into technical deto whether manufacturers’ spending has been increased or

Edmund Lee: Thanks to Professor Hui for sharing the
the topic today, we can still start from the macro-environment, such as Hong Kong’s overall economic structure or
business environment in relation to the development of
the design industry, thereby establishing a broad framework for discussion.

To Increase Value For
Manufacturing Through Design
Bernard Suen: Professor Hui’s data revealed a longterm problem in Hong Kong since the introduction of the
six new pillar industries in 2009 for Hong Kong’s sustainable economic development: industrial structure and
transformation, which is the BUD Note3 (Dedicated Fund
on Branding, Upgrading and Domestic Sales) enterprise
ta experienced a few years back. I am pleased with the
presence of a few friends from the manufacturing industry
today. Let us take this opportunity to have a discussion on
the regional economic changes, especially the reduction in
2008. How should we utilise design as a tool for creating
added value at this turning point?
Roy Chung:
design. More than 30 years ago, our predecessors were already aware of the importance of design, especially in the
committee under the Federation of Hong Kong Industries.

was set up in the 70’s with the aim to motivate manufacturers to incorporate design for value creation, and after
26 discussion summary

market price, we do not have the relevant data. We often
say the prospect of an enterprise rests upon the proportion
facturing has done poorly is precisely because of its low

In addition, I think some manufacturers are very deour company, they inject a vast amount of resources into
design, whereas some industries which are supposed to
be design-driven do not pay much attention to the design
itself. For example, the jewellery industry in which design
is supposedly pivotal, but I don’t understand why the design quality is so poor? My view is that many Hong Kong
companies do not have their own brands. Their thinking
is that since they have no brand, they have no say, so it is
rather pointless to invest in design. Even if a new design
comes forth, the product belongs to others, so do the profor simply follow someone else’s design. On the contrary,
a brand requires design. For example, a number of local
fashion companies possess their own design department.
Even though they have the brand and an edge, they still
need to rely on the power of design to survive. That is why
there are different kinds of design in the fashion industry.
Our company TTI (Techtronic Industries Company Limited) has its own brand, so do German Pool and our old
friend [Fontane Group’s Founder and Chairman] Mr Hui
Cheung-wing who owns Fontane. We all need to inject a
lot of resources into design. Those without a brand, espely heed this aspect, especially in mainland China where
concern for intellectual property rights is relatively loose.
Manufacturers often have their artwork unit to carry out
therefore they do not have to be very creative.

Bernard Suen: That said, Mr Lau has a lot of clients in
mainland China that pay a great deal of attention to design.
They would hire Hong Kong designers to help build a brand.
Roy Chung: That could be the case if they own a
brand. But if the brand is only mediocre and still under
experiment, what I have just described would likely happen. This is the phenomenon I have observed in the manufacturing industry. Of course, the ideal approach is to
conduct studies to quantify spending on design and accurately project the trend. However, at present it is not yet
achievable. Mr Lau had helped me in several Governor’s
ments were getting more and more negative. I could not
help but wonder why it is going downhill even with such
a huge investment.
Freeman Lau: Dr Chung raised a number of points.
The manufacturing industry in Hong Kong has a very
essary investment. Decades ago, apart from jewellery retailer Chow Sang Sang and other enterprises, there were
quite a number of well-known export-oriented companies in the jewellery industry. I remember the catalogues
published in those days were widely plagiarised by other
players in the industry. I am not sure about the current
development of the industry, but Dr Chung mentioned an
important point, which is that the jewellery industry does
not understand the importance of design. For that reason,
the education system should bear a heavy responsibility.
There was a time when the VTC did not even run a jewellery design curriculum, and today PolyU has yet to offer
courses in this discipline. What could the prospect be for
the cultural and creative industries among these so-called
“six new pillar industries”?
Roy Chung: Jewellery design in Hong Kong is a huge
industry as shown in previous jewellery shows.
Stanley Chu: I have worked in the exhibition industry for more than 30 years and have met many exhibiting

Design and brand management are interconnected. Design brings value to a brand. There is little incentive for
manufacturers to produce better design if they have no
brand. In the past, many manufacturers operated in the
OEM (original equipment manufacturing) model, let
loose of their own destiny and solely manufactured the
products according to the requirements of their clients
without bothering much about design.

the difference between designers and artists? None of the
students could answer. He simply replied, in manufacturing terms, for example, artists do not take into account
the client’s wants and needs or market demand, whereas
designers concern primarily the customer’s preferences
and requirements, and then design products to meet marbrand, manufacturers will only produce according to the

Today, however, the situation has changed. Many manufacturers in Hong Kong have transformed from OEM to ODM.
In the 80’s and 90’s, mainland China was home to a lot of
outward processing factories, town and village enterprises,
and small factories. These factories and enterprises have
now switched to hiring graduates from mainland’s top universities such as Zhongshan University, Fudan University
and Tsinghua University. Nowadays Hong Kong people
can no longer survive with their management and English
language skills as these town and village enterprises have
already replaced Hong Kong manufacturers. If Hong Kong
manufacturers want to continue to develop the OEM industry, they must take design into account. Nowadays, many
OEM enterprises have switched to ODM operation, and do
not charge any fee for design, which is already included as
a value-added service. The next step for Hong Kong enterprises should be to make use of the China market to build
their own brands. This means they will need to go the extra
mile to attain the goal.
Take the footwear industry as an example. Manufacturin Florence and Milan which are locally registered and

should we interpret this upgrading transformation? In
simple terms, we could look at it in the context of the
“smiling curve” theory. One end represents innovation
and technology, and the other is design and brand management. Manufacturing is represented by the portion
in the middle where the curve falls. In the 80’s and 90’s,

ufacturing industry has lost these advantages, resulting in
a sharper curve.

own brands, they would not immediately copy other
the trend, use of colour and combine the features of other
brands, and then repackage the design which will quickly
ry workers in China, new products can be added to the
catalogue in a few weeks and exported to the U.S. The
goods, of course, cannot be sold to Italy, but this does not
affect the sale in other markets. Their Italian counterparts
feel very offended and furious, and have refused to exhibit in mainland China. Thanks to globalisation, design
discussion summary 27
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developed by local brands can be manufactured in Wento be emerging from low-end production to concentrate
on design and branding. China produces 12 billion pairs
of shoes annually and 80% of U.S. imports are from China. The country is experiencing excess production and the
government understands it will not work in the long run.
The solution is to reduce production and exports while increasing domestic demand, which, however, is a challenging issue for China. Take the sale of shoes as an example.
Shoes sold in U.S. department stores have no brands, but
in mainland China’s department stores, brand names are
everywhere.
ply landlords, operating entirely in the form of shop-inshop. [Mainland footwear retailer] Belle International
owns tens of thousands of shops in the mainland, and
[mainland footwear brand] Daphne and others, all set up
shops in shops. In this environment, smaller brands cannot survive. The domestic market in the mainland is yet
to be properly developed, and further development is also
Hong Kong, it is extremely important to create local market demand. Let me elaborate my point later.
Bernard Suen: Design undeniably brings economic
value and contributes to branding, but does the design
need to come from Hong Kong?
Karen Chan: My company is truly a Hong Kong brand.
We named ourselves German Pool 30 years ago by importing German products. We began our operation as an OBM
enterprise (Original Brand Manufacturing). No one knew
anything about OBM back them. Most companies in our
business were just brand distributors for Sony and Panasonic as part of their sales networks. On the contrary, we
established our brands and production lines. I have a high
foothold in Hong Kong, we entered the market in mainland

and second-tier cities in China in the past year and a half,
including cities in the northeast, such as Changchun, Dalian
and Harbin. We also visited Chengdu, Nanning, Xian, and
Wuhan. During the visits, TDC promoted across the country
various Hong Kong brands from different sectors. We are
very proud to have been part of the business delegation. Our
experience is that the more remote the areas, the more popular our brand is. Cities near Hong Kong in Guangdong Provindividual visit scheme has enabled mainland consumers
to access information similar to Hong Kong, thus making
Hong Kong brands less competitive in these markets. How28 discussion summary

there is great development potential. They favour Hong
Kong brands. They understand Hong Kong brands are not
ucts designed and manufactured by mainland companies.
Even if the origin of our products is China, they are still
more preferable. To mainland consumers, Hong Kong is
equivalent to quality assurance, just like Hong Kong’s
milk formula.
When it comes to design, we as manufacturers pay very
close attention to the balance sheet. Large enterprises like
like our company, can only afford to collaborate or work in
partnership with OBM or ODM enterprises to leverage on
company. I think design should not be limited to product
design. On the sales level, design is also essential in marketing and packaging. Brand building and operating a factory are two different things. When we build a brand, we
focus on packaging and product design. Packaging work
is vital. While we adore outstanding design, the reality is
that when we exhibit in mainland China, our neighbouring exhibitors are also showcasing the exact same things.
How could this happen? It was because we took part in the
same exhibition six months ago, and they copied our entire

think positive. We are the target of plagiarism because we
excel and are the pioneer in the industry. Since we cannot
give up our business, we must go further. With our operation on a small and medium scale, it is impossible to produce all the products on our own. We concentrate on developing our core business areas and collaborate with strategic
partners for design and other value-added components. Our
philosophy is to collaborate with top manufacturers, and
focus on packaging, image and value-added designs that
meet our clients’ needs. We do not view the situation in a
negative light. Hong Kong brands are still very popular in
mainland China, but we must have a clear positioning.

work, I have the opportunity to be a committee member
of the BUD Enterprise Support Programme, which has
allowed me to have a glimpse of the government’s policies and directions in assisting SMEs to develop domestic
sales. Brand building, business upgrading and expanding
domestic market are inseparable. Not all companies are
able to establish their own brands. We are fortunate to have
established it 30 years ago and do not have to start from
scratch now. SMEs which did not have the opportunity
to build up their own brands before can make use of this
dedicated fund set up by the Government to upgrade their
business or establish a brand. These companies which did

not have the budget in the past can now at least have the
chance to apply for the HK$500,000-government funding
to progressively build up their design capacity and brand.
Brand building naturally requires a lot of work. One has
to develop design, packaging and labels from scratch.
Nevertheless, it creates a positive impact on the design
industry. Our previous generations or predecessors may
not believe in design. When we, the younger generation,
became manufacturers and had the opportunity to study
abroad in the U.S., Canada or Europe, we all recognise the
value of design. However, this change of thinking pattern
needs to be made step by step. It requires the recognition
of our previous generations. For our MED (manufacturing, education and design) activities under the Federation
of Hong Kong Industries’ Youth Executive Committee
(YEC), we integrate manufacturing, education and design together. We have faith in design, but the problem
is how we should introduce it into an enterprise and commercialise it. The previous generations pursued speed and

teams focusing on design, but our generation do believe
in design and we have the responsibility to explain to our
previous generations about it. Our previous generations
have worked pragmatically and laid a solid foundation for
their business. Now that we are taking over or ready to
take over their business, I believe design can propel our
business to another level. Hong Kong SMEs of our kind
are willing to try and practice and thus we should have a
bright future ahead of us.
Roy Chung: Design and domestic market development were regarded as Hong Kong’s initial industries in
the manufacturing history. Some of Hong Kong’s oldest
clothing brands such as Lee Kung Man Knitting Factory
and Crocodile focused on developing design back then.
In terms of developing the domestic market, why do you

Products Expo (BPE)? Is it for foreigners? No. It targets
all Hong Kong designs. The type of wool underwear with
three buttons was designed by Lee Kung Man which cannot be found in foreign countries. Their designs, brands,
and the domestic market were all developed locally. Their
found in foreign countries. That was our starting point.
There were also food companies such as Lee Kum Kee,
Pat Chun Sweetened Vinegar which are all local brands.
Later in the 50’s, a large number of mainland immigrants
settled in Hong Kong. The world had faith in Hong Kong

moment, we are undergoing the same kind of experience
back in the 50’s. I wrote in the Hong Kong Economic
Journal suggesting that the entire manufacturing system
needs to turn around and revert to its origin. The situation
is much more demanding today. Design and technology
are inseparable in our products. Design cannot be calculated separately and it is inevitable to be integrated into

out design as a separate component.
Freeman Lau: Be it technology or engineering design,
ception in branding.

Interaction Between Hong Kong
and Foreign Design
Bernard Suen: In returning to the origin, a high degree
of technological integration is needed. Will designers, especially overseas designers, be needed? Some of our participants are leaders of various business associations. In
this era where everyone looks for value-added products,
are our Hong Kong designers competitive enough?
Roy Chung: There are many outstanding designers in
iar with the products in order to come up with an excellent

engineers, but they do not know how to use your products.”
The main products of our company are power tools and
vacuum cleaners, but many people may never have used
power tools before. For example, we produce a lot of lawn
mowers, but Hong Kong designers almost certainly have
never used them. So we have to employ foreign designers.
On the other hand, there are also products that Hong Kong
designers are familiar with, such as computers, watches and
fashion. They have created many excellent designs. But
still, some industries cannot solely rely on local designers.
In addition, some manufacturers told me that Hong Kong
designers are not as good as French designers. Whether this
is prejudice, it will have to be left for the experts to decide.
Edmund Lee: There are also successful examples of
Hong Kong designers in other areas of work.
Roy Chung:
the product well.
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Freeman Lau:
Hong Kong should not be exclusionary. New York and
London, which are also design cities, do not possess many
famous indigenous designers. Highly regarded architects
in London are not all pure British. Our concern should be
about Hong Kong’s overall design environment and industry development, rather than the nationalities of design
talents. We also welcome mainland Chinese talents. I have
two colleagues who are from the mainland. Hong Kong
being an international city, we should keep an open mind.
The more talents we have, the more appealing Hong Kong
is to international companies, and the more training opportunities the city can offer. The Singapore government is an
expert in this regard. They continue to attract foreign investors to set up companies in Singapore and help them turn
companies train their local talents. We should adopt the
-

mentioned by Dr Chung, Hong Kong’s immature product
design scenario is a chicken-and-egg problem. In the past,
there were not too many brands, and therefore there was
no platform to train product design graduates. This situation in the 80’s indirectly encouraged a small group of
product designers to develop their entrepreneurship. Mr
Dennis Chan [Hong Kong jewellery designer] is a good

other design company worth joining at the time and so he

Roy Chung: In terms of design and technology, Hong
Kong has hoped to turn from a labour-intensive manufacturing model into a design-cum-technology model
through value-added services and business restructuring.
We hope to attract more foreign companies to come to
Hong Kong and employ more local designers, whereas
Chinese talents who work in foreign companies can learn
a thing or two, and then start their own business. I hope
that the Government can introduce policies to attract more
foreign companies to Hong Kong.
Freeman Lau: We should be mindful of the downside.
There was a time when Singapore attracted only foreign
companies and neglected the survival of local companies.
Roy Chung: In our generation, most of the SME owners in the manufacturing industry did not receive any highstarting their own business. For example, Mr Humphrey
develop integrated circuit (IC) design before setting up
The situation of the manufacturing industry is like the toy
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industry where many people had worked for big foreign
companies such as Mattel. I believe the case for design is
also similar. Big foreign companies come to Hong Kong
and hire local people. We provide the companies with talents who after training armed with seasoned experience
and industry knowledge can start their own business.
Antony Chan: The characteristic of Hong Kong is
and France are commonly regarded as successful examples of international design centres. To be successful, all
parties need to work together. The public, professionals
and academics are all very important. I agree that a mechanism to attract foreign companies to come to Hong Kong
is vital, but other than that, can the policy be reformed
so that local companies can hire foreign talents directly?
a mechanism be put in place to allow local companies to
hire, for example, 10% of their staff from overseas? This
way, young foreign designers will be able to bring their
cultures into Hong Kong.

Business Opportunities Brought
by Licensing
Toby Chan:
call we once had a meeting regarding licensing. Mr Lau
had a question about demand as to whether designers, anemployment opportunities. In the 80’s when Hong Kong
people could speak their minds freely, the publishing industry was very prosperous at the time. However, with the
opening up of the Taiwan market, followed by mainland
China, Hong Kong’s competitive edge has been underChinese books.
It is my hope that, through the promotion of licensing, a
solution can be provided to help manufacturers solve their
censing is an instrument, of which larger manufacturers
have already been taking advantage. In particular fashion
of other licensed brands to help with production, to open
mainland menswear brand].
ufactures and markets menswear clothing], for example,
was listed in HKEx in 2012. The company did not want
others to know that the brands which it owned were all
licensed from other companies. The company started six
or seven years ago as an SME. It did not have any background or experience in garment or manufacturing. How-

ever, the company focused on design and was well-versed
in branding. The company has utilised only two brands JEEP, a car brand, and Santa Barbara Club, a polo shirt

Toby Chan: This is the ideal situation, but it could not
be achieved within a short period of time. Large companies
will have a lot to calculate before coming to Hong Kong.

Pao’s report, the company’s business grew by more than
30% in 2012. This example illustrates that if companies
know how to put brands to their advantage, employment
opportunities in the manufacturing industry will increase.

Lee Jark-pui: I would like to respond to the GDP issue raised by Professor Hui earlier. If we can compare
GDP with Net Domestic Product (NDP), the picture will
be much clearer. I hope the Census and Statistics Depart-

In fact, licensing also helps enhance the quality of design.
Daniel Hechter for example, is a fashion brand in France
Marketing (HK) Co. Ltd. (Interasia) is its licencee. Every
piece of clothing designed by Interasia needs to get approval from Daniel Hechter’s professional fashion experts
signers striving to get their designs approved, Hong Kong
designs will gradually rise to the international level.
Many international brands in Hong Kong can make use of
licensing. Nowadays, it is not Hong Kong companies that
refuse to establish their own brand, but the cost and risk
of failure while others do not want to spend this sum of
money. Some toy manufacturers said that they have spent
5 to 6 million Hong Kong dollars in the mainland to advertise their own brands, but it was far from successful.
Nowadays, when managing a brand, a lot of companies
simply do not know how to use marketing strategies, nor
do they want to spend too much budget on it. I personally
believe that instead of building a brand, we might as well
obtain a licence. We can make use of the opportunity to
learn about brand management by paying not too high a
royalty fee to obtain a licence. We can then create our
own brand and collaborate with other licensed brands to
increase brand popularity. For instance, Interasia can set
up a counter to display certain products of Daniel Hechter,
some from Elégance [French fashion brand], and some
from its own brand. Not only will it enhance the value of
its own brand, and in so doing it will also create employment opportunities. When manufacturers have obtained
a licence, naturally there will be demand for designers.
inadequate job opportunities for Hong Kong designers, it
will result in a severe impediment to the development of
Hong Kong design industry. I think we must try to make
reference to the above approach to solve the imminent
problem.
Edmund Lee:
What Dr Chung pointed out was that a mechanism to attract overseas companies to Hong Kong can provide a
more substantial employment platform.

related to innovation and technology. Simply a discussion
about it within the industry is not enough. We must form
as the Commissioner for Innovation and Technology, she
had already encouraged Hong Kong people and students to
gain a deeper understanding and cultivate their interest in
innovation and technology. When I retired in 2012 from the
Innovation and Technology Commission as Chairman of
General Support Programme Vetting Committee, the Committee actively advocated that the development of innovation should be encouraged through government funding.
In addition, the document you provided mentions local
culture. I think that local culture is equivalent to local
These are two different things. For example, an architect
designing a building in Hong Kong is a completely different story from designing in a foreign country. I agree with
one of the participants that we can design a building that
is very conceptual. I also agree that designers should have
a free mind, a dream or a fantasy, but they should also
recognise market realities and facilitate to unite the two.
Bernard Suen: Hong Kong is an open city. In the process of attracting foreign and mainland talents to Hong
Kong, integrating them into the local community, and then
helping them enter the international market, localness has a
vital role to play. We now have the PMQ Note 4, and Dr Lee
also mentioned that the Government has allocated HK$100
million for each local district to support the implementation
of minor works projects responsible by each district council. How should the design industry make use of these opportunities to boost domestic demand? This is my question
for all of you.
Edmund Lee: Last year, we always mentioned the sloconcept, design, apart from industrial applications, is also
essential to the community. It shoulders the task of making improvements to society.
Stanley Chu: For example, a large export-oriented enterprise debates to decide whether its design team should
be based in the U.S. or Hong Kong. The advantage of set-
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will have a better understanding of the consumer’s pref-

Lee Jark-pui:

side is that the design team will be too far away from the
manufacturing base, remote from the reach of the materials and the factory. This example illustrates exactly the
opportunity to integrate the two teams. We certainly welcome foreign designers, but why do they want to come to
Hong Kong? The incentive would be because there are

and design work abroad. Should we consider the development of local talents on one hand, and attract more foreign
talents on the other? For instance, in fashion design, the
“Hong Kong Young Fashion Designers’ Contest” Note 5 organised by the TDC offers local winners sponsorships for

existence of domestic demand and local brands. Later on,
when it was easier to make money with hundreds of millions of exports of goods, who would still care about local
brands, or take care of the small local market? Nowadays,
as exports continue to plummet and the mainland market
opens up to encourage domestic demand, there is an opportunity for Hong Kong and mainland China to collaborate to build a brand for mainland Chinese products.

experiencing an economic downturn, many people want
to come to work in Hong Kong. This is our opportunity to
expand. With the introduction of more foreign designers
for work demonstrations and lectures, the effect may be
even better.

For instance, Hong Kong Disneyland has introduced the
“Pleasant Goat and Big Big Wolf” [a popular animated
TV series in the mainland] this year in order for Chinese
visitors to feel more at home when they visit the theme
park. There will also be licensed business of some sort relating to the Pleasant Goat in the future. I have suggested
to the Managing Director of Hong Kong Disneyland, Mr
acters design competition, and seek the support of Hong
Kong manufacturers to design Hong Kong souvenirs for
sale. Each year, there are more than 40 million visitors
to Hong Kong Disneyland, with most of them coming
from the mainland. Why can’t Hong Kong-designed
hats, clothing, umbrellas, stationery, toys, and even golf
balls, obtain a licence from Walt Disney for selling them
in Hong Kong? The Hong Kong Government should not
only encourage foreign designers to come to Hong Kong,
but should also stimulate domestic demand that comes
with a population of 13 billion from the mainland. Hong
Kong itself is a trademark of quality. We need to introduce the concept “Designed in Hong Kong, Created in
Hong Kong” into Chinese manufacturing industry. First,
we need to establish a Hong Kong brand and then develop it in the enormous mainland market before taking it
to the global market. Brand building must start from the
local community before developing the regional and in-

Stanley Chu: Not exactly. Invest Hong Kong main-

to enter the U.S. market to develop brands at the moment.
Even brands like Ninja Turtles were unable to compete
with Mattel and other major brands. The risk for Hong
Kong people to establish their own brands in the U.S. is
unimaginable. They are not able to cope with the cultural
difference and local networks. Many had tried but failed.
Therefore, we should take control of making decisions
in Hong Kong. This is an important opportunity for Hong
Kong’s creative and design industries to start afresh.
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Bernard Suen: Is Invest Hong Kong working to attract
foreign talents to Hong Kong?

and regional headquarters in Hong Kong, as well as attracting foreign investments.
Roy Chung: I think Invest Hong Kong does undertake
some recruitment work to attract overseas talents, but
the biggest problem for Hong Kong is that there is not
an integrated organisation. Hong Kong Tourism Board
(HKTB), Invest Hong Kong, and TDC have been doing
work to drive the development of Hong Kong, but whether their work has been adequately coordinated is debatable. Who formulates the policy to attract foreign talents to
Hong Kong? Who can take a step further? For example,
I know that Invest Hong Kong will organise some event
with TDC in New York and San Francisco in early June,

Edmund Lee: It is necessary to promote the network
for better coordination.
Freeman Lau: It is not our objective today to discuss
whether the Hong Kong design industry is successful or
not. It is about how the Hong Kong design industry can
help drive Hong Kong’s economic development, what
role we can play and which areas have been neglected or
not done enough, so that we can provide some data and
information for the design industry, government, business
community and manufacturing sector as a reference. Of
we discussed today.
Many of the participants present today are members of
the working group on manufacturing industries, innovation technology and cultural and creative industries under
the Economic Development Commission. HKDC and the

play in propelling Hong Kong’s economic development.
Mr Chu mentioned the market issue while Dr Chung
pointed out the issue why there is a lack of jewellery designers and no course or training is provided to address
the problem. Dr Toby Chan suggested that licensing could
offer a new solution as he believed that Hong Kong has
any other possibilities?
Bernard Suen: What we discussed just now about
globalisation or local market means nothing to the young
generation. Most of them learn, play and make friends in
call themselves “9gag” has successfully secured venture
capital in Silicon Valley and become an instant sensation
on the internet. This is something possible. It is the same
application could turn into a movie and become a big
enterprise? This is exactly what Dr Chung talked about
recent years, such as Cocoon, The Hive and The Good

of them are software engineers and some are designers.
ferent sectors, giving rise to a new economic force.

and Market
Stanley Chu: I had a chat with HKTB’s Executive Diopen for operation by the end of 2013 or early 2014. Why
not create some local souvenirs when there are more than
40 million visitors coming to Hong Kong every year?
HKTB could even develop a brand and organise a design
competition every year to provide opportunities for designers and the manufacturing industry. The products sold
will remain with the foreign visitors, which will help promote Hong Kong. Like the Ocean Park in Hong Kong, it
has established its own brand as a theme park. The key is
to create a market demand in Hong Kong. I do not have
a design or art background, but I hope to play a part in
transforming Hong Kong’s economy into one that is design-driven and expanding China’s manufacturing industry. This will make the greatest added value possible. We
also need to build our own brand. McDull is an excellent
own brands, but public platforms such as HKTB, Ocean
Park and Hong Kong Disneyland are already the biggest
players fuelling the growth of the manufacturing industry.

Bernard Suen: You reminded me of the spill-over and
multiplier effect that could be achieved by the creative
industries as they are content-oriented. Taiwan has indeed
accomplished such effect in recent years as its movies
Cape No. 7 and You Are the Apple of My Eye have boosted the tourism industry of Kenting and Jiufen [Taiwanthe manufacturing industry. What are your views on the
spill-over effect of domestic demand in generating other
economic values?
Edmund Lee: Some clothing items sold in England
and Singapore carry a label of National Geographic and
each one of them displays the name of the designer. In
this way, they are creating a platform to help designers
reach out to the world. Other than licensing, there should
be more room for the Government, PMQ and others.
Stanley Chu: If manufacturers want to rent the studios
at PMQ, they have to apply together with their key designers who need to work at the studios. PMQ is a design
landmark but not a sale outlet for tourists.
Karen Chan: We had a similar situation with our German Pool’s kitchen cabinets. There is this association
called DETOLF which invites architects and artists from
around the world to design a pattern that is placed on the
slabs of kitchen cabinets together with their autographs. It
designers to take part in its production regardless of how
much the products can eventually sell. These are actually
brand marketing tactics and are very commercial in nature. I am not sure if we can practice it in Hong Kong.
Edmund Lee:
pragmatic design concept. It is said that Northern Europe,
platform to push forward this design concept.
Freeman Lau:
still has a few more years to help its next generation build
up the foundation and capabilities.

Insights from the Success of
the Convention and Exhibition
Industry
Stanley Chu: I was the Chairman of the Hong Kong
President. The role that the industry plays in society has
experienced tremendous changes in recent years.
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importance of the convention and exhibition industry in
convention and exhibition capital at the local, regional and
KPMG to conduct an authoritative analysis on the full-time
employment opportunity, economic effectiveness and GDP
brought about by the convention and exhibition sector. Second, we organise educational programmes to raise levels of
professionalism in the industry. Third, we aim to expand
our network by organising delegations coming in and out of
Hong Kong. The fourth mission, being the most important,
is to represent the best interests of the whole industry in
advocating appeals to the Government and media.
cial Secretary had earmarked HK$150 million to estabNovember 2008) under the HKTB and put aside HK$30
million each year to promote the convention and exhigroups under the Economic Development Commission
(established in January 2013), one is the Working Group
on Convention and Exhibition Industries and Tourism in
which convention and exhibition take priority over tourism as shown in its name. From the abovementioned example, my view is that the design industry may need a
similar system to support its development. I have always
thought that the slogan “Designed in Hong Kong, Created
in Hong Kong” should be promoted. Using Hong Kong as
a brand, the “Designed in Hong Kong” label offers a guarufactured, it does not matter. Hong Kong designed-products need not to be made in mainland China. They could
be manufactured in Cambodia, Vietnam, Indonesia or
even Myanmar. That’s exactly the value created by Hong
Kong. If the value of “Designed in Hong Kong, Created
in Hong Kong” is considered higher than the sky-rocketing rent in Hong Kong, designers around the world will
still be willing to come to do business in this “East meets
West” city. They will realise that Hong Kong design is
comparable to Milan design and Paris design or even better than Belgian design. To achieve this goal, we need to
do more promotions.

Kong can conduct an analysis on the economic impact
brought about by the local design industry. The Census
and Statistics Department has statistics on the convention
and exhibition industry, as we have engaged KPMG to
establish a model to calculate the spill-over effect using
information such as hotel occupancy rates of exhibitors.
Other than those convention and exhibition professionthe number of people employed full-time in the industry.
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forms 1.5% of Hong Kong’s GDP, providing 69,000 fulltime positions and an economic impact of over HK$30 billion each year. The KPMG data could be compared with
those in the U.K. and Germany. We have full control of
the data, not by government departments. I am the Chair

the industry, has its headquarters in Paris for over 80 years.
I am familiar with the industry practice in France, England
industry than the governments, and they also trust our data.

experience and expertise, Hong Kong has hosted a number of the world’s top and largest conventions and exhibied, no one dare to doubt the leading status of Hong Kong
in this regard. Overseas companies come to Hong Kong to
organise conventions and exhibitions, or even set up their
not an empty reputation.
Therefore, we do not need the Government to apply for
Hong Kong to be a Design City. We just need to establish
a related association. Moreover, economic impact analysis is also important. It is necessary to calculate the spillover effect and economic impact of the design industry as
the results will also support the manufacturing industry.
We can ask KPMG or other professional organisations to
establish a model. If authoritative international organisations could be engaged, no one would question the credibility of the analysis.
Freeman Lau: We must not underestimate the importance of research. When the Hong Kong Government promoted the service industry in 1995, it included the adver-

conducted its own study on the number of people being
employed in the design industry, the industry’s expectations and the business turnover in mainland China. The
these data, the design industry was eventually considered
as part of the service sector. Otherwise, TDC would not
have fully supported us.
The HK$150 million earmarked by the Financial Secretary to support the convention and exhibition industry
had to be endorsed by the Legislative Council. Therefore,
industry data is crucial. The industry itself is in the best
position to do its own calculations.This is a wake-up call.
The design industry should also conduct a similar study.

Stanley Chu: That is because the professional organisations do not have to worry about the source of the data.
We provide data on the exhibition area, the numbers of
exhibitors and visitors, while they are solely responsible
for establishing a model, which is a relatively easy task.
Besides, as Hong Kong has a more internationalised environment, we can join hands with Singapore, Malaysia, Thaiance. Hong Kong will have its edge in running against other
countries for the president or vice-president positions in the
alliance. It is just the same as UFI. When it established its
secretariat in Hong Kong, I was elected as the Chairman.
This gave me authority when promoting the industry.
Toby Chan:
award which is supported and participated by representatives from Japan, Korea, Taiwan and mainland China. We

standard improves in China, it will be interesting to see
whether German Pool could enter the market?
Roy Chung: It is now being implemented but there
will not be a separate brand. The mainland China market is enormous. There have been many OEM enterprises
entering the mainland market directly with foreign products, bypassing the development process. However, I do
not think they succeeded. We must observe the behaviour
of mainland consumers and manufacture the right products accordingly. Hong Kong has an edge in working
with overseas designers to design something that suits the
mainland market. For example, German Pool has come
market. It will be very hard to sell by imposing overseas
products on mainland China without adaptation. If Hong
Kong is to focus on developing the mainland market, it
mainland Chinese culture.

are planning to do the same in Japan and Korea in order
similar to what Mr Chu just suggested. Our mission is to
promote Hong Kong as an intellectual property trading
hub. Mainland China has a well-rounded legal system, but
the main problem lies in its taxation system. There was
had everything ready in mainland China but subsequently
came to realise that the tax rate was over 20%. The company eventually came back to Hong Kong.
Stanley Chu: Without licensing and copyright, expanding operation in mainland China is just an empty talk.
Freeman Lau: The crucial point of Mr Chu’s suggestion is that we need to consolidate the resources in Hong
Kong. The experience of the convention and exhibition
industry could make a good reference. With regards to the
added value as suggested by Mr Lee, it can be achieved
when Hong Kong becomes a design city and designers
from around the world come to Hong Kong. The chemistry created would not just occur with local designers, but
also with Hong Kong brands.

Relationship between Hong Kong
Brands and Mainland China
Freeman Lau: To foreign designers, it is very tempting to directly go into the mainland market. I have also
worked with a lot of them but the experience is more like
playing games than running a business. Nonetheless, the
collaboration with German Pool was different as the company saw the value of it. German Pool is an exceptional
example as it is successfully registered as a trademark

Bernard Suen: We have discussed about the local
market, the domestic market of mainland China and how
to attract more overseas designers coming to Hong Kong.
If it is to be implemented, designers in Hong Kong and
from overseas need to understand the market demand in
both Hong Kong and mainland China. What do emerging
Hong Kong designers think about the idea of going into
mainland China to learn about the consumer behaviour and
their mentality? Shall we begin our discussion with the development of Qianhai Note 6?
Stanley Chu: We have discussed with the HKTB to organise more promotional activities in future and bring visitors to shop at PMQ. Otherwise, all 40 million visitors will
only shop for brand names. Locally manufactured products such as watches will have no market, especially when
local brand owners cannot afford the skyrocketing rent of
setting up sale outlets at places like IFC. Many industry
insiders have explored the potential of the government allowing TDC to manage some of the industrial buildings
where Hong Kong-designed products can be sold with
strict quality control to combat counterfeits. They believe
this business model can generate great commercial values.
Visitors will no longer wear identical branded watches.
Due to concerns about government-business collusion,
this plan is yet to be implemented and sadly, that will eventhan 40 million tourists shopping in Hong Kong and over
2 million visitors attending the Hong Kong Brands and
Products Expo each year, there is still a lot for Hong Kong
to do. To achieve better results, we need breakthroughs.
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Roy Chung: Is there anything Hong Kong can learn
from the souvenir street in Macau which is always packed
with visitors and tourists. Souvenirs characteristic of Hong
Kong should not be merely about food, but those with a
design element. PMQ is established exactly for this reason.
Freeman Lau: We should work to establish Hong Kong
as a brand. However, that is not enough. The ultimate goal
is help build up fame for local designers so that they can
collaborate with other brands and then enter the mainland
and global markets. My personal view is that the approach
adopted by TDC is not effective. We should work with other organisations in Hong Kong and promote Hong Kong as
a brand as soon as possible and facilitate business matching. TDC has been in operation for many years but it only
focuses on business-to-business (B2B) operations. It has
never promoted Hong Kong as a brand. The “Designed in
Hong Kong” idea proposed by Mr Chu is a worthy cause
to pursue. I would like to hear the view of Mr Lee on what
other chambers of commerce could do?
Lee Jark-pui:
of Commerce (ICC) suggests, we are a global organisation with presence in 140 places across the world. If
Hong Kong-designed products want to gain exposure in
the world, ICC is one of the channels. TDC approached
us some years ago hoping ICC could help disseminate
its messages. Members of ICC come from different inmanufacturing sector does not form the basis of ICC, it
can still play an intermediary role on the international
front. We welcome designers to join us as members and
we support the work of HKDC.

on their own, without creating a united theme to link up
their work together. If there could be a collection of Hong
Kong designs linking the HKTB, TDC and other institutions together, the impact of promotion would be more
remarkable. With these organisations becoming mature,
they understand they need to provide assistance in different areas. These organisations are also doing some work
online, such as the e-shopping platform of New World
Department Store and are providing companies with
points of sale for their products at the TDC Design Gallery. However, individual companies, especially SMEs
it requires the company to have a basic operation capital
of HK$300,000 and the brand needs to be locally registered. The auditing requirements are strict and the process
is time consuming. I think TDC wishes to help the design
industry. However, the design industry does not understand the direction of TDC’s work. There should be more
communication between the two sides.
Toby Chan: If we are to establish the Hong Kong
brand, different chambers of commerce, TDC, Invest
Hong Kong and other government departments must conpromoting the Hong Kong brand. Japanese products were
once criticised by some for their inferior quality because
of copying European products, but today no criticism of
this sort targets Japanese products, only those made in
mainland China. Hong Kong’s current positioning is embarrassing. Is its product quality superior? Is its design
good enough? It is simply not the case.

Karen Chan:
took the lead to introduce Hong Kong brands into main-

Freeman Lau:
Hong Kong design. Different people are saying different
things. We must reach a consensus. Speaking of Qianhai
as mentioned by Mr Suen, the Hong Kong Federation of

batch of enterprises that switched from doing export exhibitions to B2B operation. Unfortunately, TDC failed to
take the right approach. The short-lived efforts that they
made did not provide real assistance.

for the Hong Kong design industry there. This proposed
vide design service information for the country. It is our

Not until recently we set foot again in this area of work
did TDC work harder. Other than B2B, we succeeded in
establishing a good relationship with local governments.
We used our Hong Kong identity to enter the mainland

join forces to conduct research and develop products and
brands. If this platform could be successfully set up, its
impact would be apparent, providing a strong incentive to

and the media. What TDC should do now is to develop
good relationships with the local media and assist Hong
Kong enterprises to go into the mainland market. Other-

land China. To them, Hong Kong is still a better choice
over Shanghai as they enjoy the living style here more.

succeed on their own. TDC once invited the Hong Kong
-

Stanley Chu:
most from Qianhai. With the government policies and regulations being more lax there, along with the internationalisa-

not comprehensive enough. Different organisations work

set up a business there considering the cost factor. The low
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rent offered is not a big incentive because rental in remote

It is not economical to go to Qianhai. Hong Kong boasts
a perfect comprehensive supply chain, with easy access
to factories, materials and visitors. I reckon we should instead focus on how we can develop Hong Kong and strive
strengthen our existing achievements and information in
hand as soon as possible. With everything in place, we can
then expand our promotion efforts to impress the public
Currently, Hong Kong hosts seven world’s largest trade
exhibitions in terms of the numbers of participating exhibitors, rather than the exhibition space. The total exhibition
space available in Hong Kong is just 150,000 square meHowever, Hong Kong tops the world for the total number
of exhibitors. The exhibition space for the Hong Kong
Gifts and Premium Fair is 84,000 square meters, whereas
the world’s largest gift fair in Frankfurt, Germany, boasts
a 320,000 square meter-hall. The reason why the world’s
largest gift fair is held in Frankfurt is solely because of its
history, not because of its location or a market demand.
That’s the constraint for Hong Kong.
Freeman Lau: Servicing is an essential part of the
design industry. There is still room for improvement for
cannot be ignorant of things in the world. If the next generation of designers only focus on local market and there
future of the 2,000 design graduates each year will be

Hong Kong and 160 from mainland China. There are only
two Hongkongers among those 160 working in mainland
China. Those 100 people working in Hong Kong are suf-

Hong Kong two to three times a week. The meetings are
conducted in Putonghua. Our Hong Kong managers also
week, so the two teams are basically the same. Cost is not
than Hong Kong. But for our mainland team to become
more internationalised and for our Hong Kong team to
melting pot. The local Chinese team members come from
different provinces armed with an international vision
the edge of Hong Kong to enter the global market while
to the mainland market. I still believe there is no need to
rely on Qianhai as an option because the cost of operation

Freeman Lau: We are just using Qianhai as a platform
industry. The low rent and lax taxation system are not the
focal points. The greatest appeal for Hong Kong companies is that they can work there without being required to
set up another company. The point put forth by Mr Chu
about internationalising the mainland team and sinocising
the Hong Kong team is very insightful.
Stanley Chu: We have been operating on this model
more than a decade.

young people an extra choice. Not everyone needs to stay
in Hong Kong. From what we have studied in the past
three years, we found that the grievances of our youngsters arise from their inability to see the future clearly
probably because of the status quo of the reality. It could
also be a case that they are not taking a step forward.

Freeman Lau: We also have a similar experience. The
scale of my own company in Hong Kong is smaller than
that in mainland China, with 20 staff in Hong Kong and
50 staff in the mainland. Most of our clients come from

Toby Chan: Hong Kong’s education needs to be
strengthened to encourage our young people to go to the

us that people in mainland China are still very fond of
designs from Hong Kong. The Hong Kong economy ben-

and only based our operation in Hong Kong, it would

colleagues in China.
designers are totally different. They can stay there for an
entire month observing how the workers do the moulding,
not because they like China in particular, but only because
they are willing to commit to a long period of time supervising the work there to ensure high product quality.
Stanley Chu: For the design industry, it can be expanded extensively in the mainland using Hong Kong as a base.
Take our company as an example, among the 260 convention and exhibition professionals, 100 staff are from

Stanley Chu: Mainland China is now fast developing
its service sector. Hong Kong can export its service industry, but its export industry has already lagged behind.
Francis Lee:
times a week but now I am travelling back and forth every
day. Sometimes I even need to go there twice a day.
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Bernard Suen: What is the staff ratio between Shen-

Francis Lee: I am gradually cutting back on our manpower in Hong Kong but increasing that in mainland China. The ratio of Mainland to Hong Kong staff is about 3 to

Freeman Lau: The Government expects the community to drive the action. They understand that it requires
enormous amounts of effort to apply for the “Design
City” title, as it will have to keep in touch with over 12
other cities around the world every year after obtaining
the title. That is why no action has been taken.

the mainland. Staying there two days a week already hits
their limit.

Personally, I think another way to make Hong Kong fa-

Toby Chan: It is absolutely impossible to integrate production and design if one does not stay in the factory and
supervise the manufacturing process.

designers while Hong Kong possesses an international
vision as an innovator. Quality education, networks and

Freeman Lau: This is another topic of discussion.
Hong Kong youngsters are used to a comfortable lifestyle
and Qianhai is a relatively easy place. Moreover, they are
not as hard working as we were in the old days. Mainland Chinese designers are enthusiastic, with an ambition
to become the country’s number 1 while very few Hong
Kong young designers share the same vision. Merging the
talents of the two places can help stimulate the ambition
offers an international exposure, the younger generation is
far from meeting the standard. Their refusal to merge with
mainland China is also detrimental to Hong Kong’s development. It is hoped the Qianhai project could help them.
Stanley Chu: My company is based in Hong Kong,
though we have always said we should attach great importance to our motherland and eye on the world, if we do not
keep our Hong Kong as the base, we will lose the value of
our existence. We must make Hong Kong a Design City,
not just part of Greater China.
Freeman Lau: If we do not cooperate with China,
Hong Kong will not be able to compete against Beijing
jing and Shanghai will not be able to beat Hong Kong.

Should Hong Kong Apply For the
Title “Design City”?
Desmond Hui: The Government said it planned to apply for the title “UNESCO Design City” for Hong Kong
two years ago but the plan fell through due to, perhaps,
and Seoul have already been crowned the title “Design
City”, except Hong Kong. The Government needs to take
more action to put Hong Kong on the international stage.
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needs Hong Kong to become an international design city.
If the Qianhai project succeeds, it will create a win-win
ning the next step forward. The Hong Kong Federation
together to realise this project.
Desmond Hui:
CO Design City is not expensive.

-

Freeman Lau:
ities for Hong Kong to organise and participate in other design cities every year after joining the network. I think the
purpose of these requirements is to strengthen the authority
of UNESCO. This policy puts these design cities in the network at the service of UNESCO. The Hong Kong Govern-

Problem of Design Education in
Hong Kong
Freeman Lau: We do not have answers to everything
we discussed today, but we have heard many interesting
possibilities and expectations from different organisations.
We should consolidate all these views to enable better
communication. This is one of the tasks of HKDC. Every
discussant here has at some point touched on the problem
consequences will become unimaginable after a decade.
Hong Kong Design Institute and the School of Design of
PolyU have been working very hard in this regard, but
derstand of the correlation between the development of
Hong Kong’s entire design industry and the economy. Dr
Chung said the students would visit mainland China every
year to deepen their understanding about Chinese culture.
Unfortunately, this is scratching only the surface and will
not help them a lot in really understanding the China market and the way of life.

Roy Chung: There also seems to be some student exchange programmes.
Freeman Lau: Nevertheless, the problem remains
complicated. It is important to encourage teachers to understand China. One of the reasons why youngsters are ignorant about China is that their teachers do not understand
the country either.

Conclusions
Edmund Lee: Our objective is to propel economic development, create more business opportunities for the design industry and society. We also aim to strengthen local
education and training for talents as well as to increase public understanding of design.
We have collected different views from this roundtable
discussion which could provide reference views to inform
future policy and programme development. Thank you all
very much.

Note 1: The Baseline Study on Hong Kong’s Creative Industries, con-

ment, characteristics of the production chain, strengths and weaknesses,
ings of the report provide the basis for relevant bureaux and departments
of the Government to consider how further concrete policy measures
should be devised to create the necessary favourable environment to
promote the development of these industries.
Note 2:
services, tourism, trading and logistics, and professional services), the
Hong Kong Government in 2009 sought to expand Hong Kong’s ecotion, medical services, innovation and technology, cultural and creative
industries, environmental industries and education services, in which
Hong Kong enjoys distinct advantages.
Note 3: The Hong Kong Government set up a “Dedicated Fund on
Branding, Upgrading and Domestics Sales” (the BUD Fund) of HK$1
billion in June 2012. The purposes are to provide funding support to
individual Hong Kong enterprises in undertaking projects to develop
brands, upgrade and restructure their business operations and promote
sales in the mainland market, so as to enhance their competitiveness and
facilitate their business development in the mainland market.
Note 4: PMQ is a revitalisation project and part of the Government’s
“Conserving Central” initiative which would transform the Former Podustries landmark. Operated by the PMQ Management Co. Ltd, in collaboration with Hong Kong Design Centre, The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University, and Hong Kong Design Institute of the Vocational Training
Council, PMQ aims to become an icon of Hong Kong creative industries
that shine in the region, promote “enterprising creativity”, creative manifestation, and set out to nurture more local designers.
Note 5: The Hong Kong Young Fashion Designers’ Contest (YDC) has
been organised since 1977, aimed at cultivating and promoting a new
generation of fashion design talents for the local garment and fashion
industry, whose ideas will further enhance the image of Hong Kong as
a fashion design centre.
Note 6:
Government as a Hong Kong-Guangdong modern service industry

and allows Hong Kong businesses to take part in the development of
to the consensus reached between the Governments of Hong Kong and
and is responsible for the development and management of Qianhai,
while the Hong Kong Government plays an advisory role by providing
comments on development planning as well as the study and formulation of related policies.
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Chart:Value Added of 11 Cultural & Creative Industries
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Chart: Number of People Engaged in 11 Cultural and Creative Industries
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Design Industry vs Total Cultural & Creative Industries based on Value Added
HK$Mn
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Member List of The Economic Development Commission

Establishment of the Economic Development Commission
(the Commission) and its four Working Groups, with members appointed by the Chief Executive
industries in an in-depth manner.
of the Commission and its four Working Groups are as follows:

(3) Working Group on Manufacturing Industries, Innovative Technology,
(4) Working Group on Professional Services

Chairman: Chief Executive
Dr Ba Shusong
Professor Leonard Cheng Kwok-hon
Dr Jonathan Choi Koon-shum
Mr Chow Chung-kong
(Convenor of Working Group on Transportation)
Dr Fu Yuning
Dr Victor Fung Kwok-king
Mr He Guangbei
Mr Stanley Lau Chin-ho
Mr Lau Ping-cheung
(Convenor of Working Group on Professional Services)

Ms Christina Liu
Dr Victor Lo Chung-wing
(Convenor of Working Group on Manufacturing Industries,
Innovative Technology, and Cultural and Creative industries)
Dr Lui Ming-wah
Mr Jack So Chak-kwong
(Convenor of Working Group on Convention and
Exhibition Industries and Tourism)
Mr Charley Song Lin

Convenor: Dr Victor Lo Chung-wing
Mr Charles Nicholas Brooke
Professor Philip Chan Ching-ho
Ms Karen Chan Ka-yin
Mr Clement Chen Cheng-jen
Ir Daniel Cheng Man-chung
Mr Kevin Ching Sau-hong
Dr Jonathan Choi Koon-shum
Mr Crucindo Hung Cho-sing
Mr Ko Chi-sum
Dr Peter Lau Kwok-kuen
Mr Freeman Lau Siu-hong
Dr Humphrey Leung Kwong-wai
Mr William Lim Ooi-lee
Mr Ma Huateng
Mr Eric Yim Chi-ming
Secretary for Commerce and Economic Development

(Convenor of Sub-group on Maritime under Working
Group on Transportation)
Mr Peter Wong Tung-shun
Dr David Wong Yau-kar
Mr George Yeo Yong-boon

Financial Secretary
Secretary for Commerce and Economic Development
Secretary for Development
Secretary for Transport and Housing
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(In alphabetical order of surname)

A City Driven by Design + A Community Embracing Design
In the global pursuit of a creative economy, we are living in a
rapidly expanding network of creative and design cities.
Design provides strategic thrusts for creativity and innovation,
and is part of the fabric of our city, culture, living and economy.
professions, sectors, ages and cultural backgrounds.

Since 2002, HKDC has been on a public mission to
(1) champion strategic and wider use of design for
(2)
(3)

t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

educate the professions and the community to be
resourceful champions for sustained develop ments
through design and innovation

Through programming, engagement and communications, we
focus on:
(i) Enlightening thinking and inspiring creativity
through design knowledge sharing and exchange
t Knowledge of Design Week
t InnoDesign Leadership Programme by Institute of
Design Knowledge
(ii) Nurturing creative talents and design-preneurs through
t
t Youth programme (e.g. Discover Design, Design To
Empower, World Design Summer Camp)
t Design Incubation Programme @ InnoCentre
t Design Mart
t Entrepreneurship training for creative and design
professionals
(iii) Celebrating design excellence and leadership through
t
t
t
t
t
(iv) Championing public design and communications through
t
the Cornwall Street Park via user-centric and
experience-based design
t Exhibitions, e.g. 9707 (celebrated the return of sover
eignty of HK to China), Creative Ecologies (2010, 2011),
Creative Ecologies+ (2012)… showcasing design leader

t
t

t
(v) International design promotion, exchange,
networking and cooperation
t
brands and innovation
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